Patient-Wise Versus Nodule-Wise Classification of Annotated Pulmonary Nodules using Pathologically Confirmed Cases
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel framework for combining well known shape, texture, size and resolution informatics descriptor of solitary pulmonary nodules (SPNs) detected using CT scan. The proposed methodology evaluates the performance of classifier in differentiating benign, malignant as well as metastasis SPNs with 246 chests CT scan of patients. Both patient-wise as well as nodule-wise available diagnostic report of 80 patients was used in differentiating the SPNs and the results were compared. For patient-wise data, generated a model with efficiency of 62.55% with labeled nodules and using semi-supervised approach, labels of rest of the unknown nodules were predicted and finally classification accuracy of 82.32% is achieved with all labeled nodules. For nodule-wise data, ground truth database of labeled nodules is expanded from a very small ground truth using content based image retrieval (CBIR) method and achieved a precision of 98%. Proposed methodology not only avoids unnecessary biopsies but also efficiently label unknown nodules using pre-diagnosed cases which can certainly help the physicians in diagnosis.

Index Terms—Computer aided diagnosis, lung cancer, CT, SPNs, Haralick, Gabor, classification, SVM, PCA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most lung cancer treatment methods rely on early detection of malignant tumors. SPNs are common findings in thoracic imaging. Computer tomography (CT) scan is being investigated for a variety of radiologic tasks involving lung nodules and lung malignancies. The volumetric CT technique has introduced spiral scans which shorten the scan time and, when used in thoracic imaging, reduce the artifacts caused by partial volume effects, cardiac motion, and unequal respiratory cycles. For these reasons, spiral CT [1] is useful in identifying and characterizing SPNs. However, it is still difficult for radiologists to distinguish the SPNs in various classes.

Diagnostic decision making in pulmonary medical imaging has been improved by computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems serving as second readers to detect suspicious nodules for diagnosis by a radiologist. Computer aided detection (CADe) and diagnosis (CADx) aims to augment the radiologist in meeting the increased demand for diagnostic imaging by serving as second reader. While increasing accurate in detection and diagnosis, CADx rarely offers supporting guidance about the rationale for diagnosis or supplies descriptive annotations about medically meaningful diagnostic characteristics [2][3].

It is reported that two radiologists working together outperform in comparison with any independent radiologist [3]. The CAD system can provide a “second opinion,” which might improve the radiologist’s performance. Recent studies have focused on the role of CAD in differentiating and characterizing pulmonary nodules. A CAD system for lung nodule detection and retrieval typically consists of the following components: Data acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection, classification and retrieval of similar images in the database from the same class to which that query nodule belongs and assessment of outputs. Various algorithms were designed using CT scans for automatic detection and diagnosis of lung nodules.

One of the greatest difficulties facing automatic lung nodule segmentation algorithms is the absence of a reliable and unambiguous ground truth [4] [5]. Many algorithms are trained on data from the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) [4], which provides a reference truth based on the contours marked by four radiologists. Armato et al. explored the possible reference truths that may be constructed from the sets of nodules detected by different radiologists on the same CT scans, and found significant variations. In this paper, we have extracted the nodules marked by four different radiologists using semi-automated system [4]. Some studies have been done on finding and selecting features and evaluating the performance of classifiers of lung nodule and tissues for CAD and CBIR purposes. In feature selection studies, most researches focused on differentiating the visual features of pulmonary nodules and tissues, and there were few considerations about the differentiating features for classifying benign from
malignant SPNs. In classifier construction studies for lung CAD, linear discriminate analysis (LDA) and artificial neural networks (ANN) were studied intensively. However, in LDA, the complex decision surface might not be linear. In ANN, it was difficult to determine the number of units in the hidden layer. In CAD for lung cancer detection and diagnosis, nodule [5] detection in chest CT is the most important and tedious task.

In this study, a three-dimensional volumetric boundary is completely defined by a series of two-dimensional regions of interest (ROIs) for each slice in the nodule [6]. Although data sets were smaller for other preliminary studies, the results were encouraging. The features were extracted from the image data, with the goal of quantifying the visual features radiologists typically use to determine malignant, benign as well as metastasis nodules (a tumor growth or deposit that has spread via lymph or blood to an area of the body remote from the primary tumor like neck cancer, breast cancer etc.). Selecting the right features and constructing the higher performance classifier of pulmonary nodules are very important in developing the qualified CAD and CBIR systems [6], sometimes known as content-based medical image retrieval (CBMIR). In this research, we extracted total of 83 features including well-known texture features like: 21 Haralick features based on co-occurrence matrices (a statistical-based method) [7][8][9], 24 Gabor filter features (a transform-based method) [10][11], 3 First-order statistical features [12], 19 Shape Features, 8 GLDM features (Gray level difference method probability density function) [13], 9 Intensity Features [14].

In this paper, biopsy report of 80 patients which was available online was considered to label the segmented nodules in two ways, patient-wise as well as nodule-wise as both methods have their own importance for a physician in diagnosis. We presented a method for selecting pattern features of pulmonary nodules of CT images and evaluate the performance of SVM classifier in differentiating benign (B), malignant (M) as well as metastasis (MT) SPNs for patient-wise database. PCA [15] has been performed to reduce the number of features in both the cases. The results of this research are not only helpful to improve CAD for detection and diagnosis on SPNs but also useful to build the highly efficient feature index of a CBIR system for CT images with pulmonary nodules. We discussed the impacts of kernel function selection on the performances of SVM-based classifier in differentiating SPNs. In nodule-wise study, the available diagnosis is only for 17 nodules which was extended to 121 nodules using CBIR, then grafted decision tree is used to classify the nodules in the three mentioned classes. Though the classification accuracy for two class classifiers is better than the three class classifier yet the later can also be used for differentiating SPNs as specificity increases with adding more classes which clearly indicates that this study can at least help in avoiding unnecessary biopsies. The results show that SVM analysis is a noble predictor of SPNs that whether it is malignant, benign or metastasis.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

CT scan of 246 patients with solitary pulmonary nodules mostly less than 3 cm have been taken from The Cancer Imaging Archive/ Lung Image Database Consortium (TCIA/LIDC) was included in our study. All the images are of size 512*512 and each having 16 bit resolution. All images are in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine) format which is well known standard used in medical field. Each patient file is associated with an XML annotated file having details of nodule boundaries as well as physician’s annotation is associated. Total of 8050 nodules are marked in 246 patients considering each slice of a patient. As same nodule can appear in different slice of a patient and even more than one nodule can be there in a single patient [16]. Accordingly, considering all these facts, total of 489 unique nodules from 8050 nodules were extracted. The details of the procedure are explained in the following sections. As only 80 biopsy confirmed cases of different patients were available, hence out of 489 only 224 nodules were labeled as Malignant (M), Benign (B) and Metastasis (MT) and Indeterminate (I) using patient-wise report. There were 52 malignant, 95 benign cases, 64 metastasis and 13 Indeterminate cases were available. For nodule-wise, ground truth of 121 nodules were prepared from 17 nodules using CBIR and classified in three classes. The largest nodule is of size 66x51 and smallest nodule is of size 6x6.

B. Methods for Patient-wise Study

For patient-wise study, 246 annotated chest CT scan images in DICOM format are collected from LIDC. The flowchart of our CAD system is shown the Figure 1. Four radiologists reviewed each scan and based on that XML-based message system was developed to communicate the results of each reading. Each XML file contains the boundary of each nodule whose diameter is not more than 30 mm which is consistent with upper limits of nodule size found in literature [3] as well as the nine annotations (calcification, internal structure, subtlety, margin, texture, malignancy, lobulation, spicularity and spiculation). Furthermore, the minimum effective diameter for included nodules has been set at 3mm. These XML files are read to locate the boundaries of each nodule in 246 patients and generate the mask for the same. Total of 8050 nodules were marked in 246 patients. As there are multiple slices for each patient as well as four marking from different radiologist were available, thus to remove this redundancy unique nodule were extracted for each patient study. There can be more than one nodule per patient, those are also considered and explained in next section. Total of 489 unique nodules are extracted for 246 patients. For these 489 nodules, 83 various features were extracted and finally applying PCA these features have been reduced to eleven and twelve relevant features for two classes and three classes respectively. Only 80 biopsy confirmed cases were available therefore out of 489 only 224 nodules were finally labeled as Malignant (M), Benign (B), Metastasis (MT) and Indeterminate (I).
As there were only 13 instances of indeterminate class available, so those were not considered as this much number of instances are very less to train a classifier for that class. Hence, finally for classification 211 instances with three classes (M, B and MT) of nodules were considered. The detail of each step is shown in Figure 1 with output.

Read XML annotated files to generate the nodule’s mask for 246 patients.

Segmented gray scale nodules are saved in the database with shape features (8050 Nodules)

Selection of unique nodule per patient and saved them in database (489 Nodules)

Pathology confirmed cases are read from the diagnosis report and nodules are marked M, B, I and MT (224 Nodules)

Total of 83 features are extracted for those nodules (83 Features for 224 Nodules)

Classification is done using only 147 nodules for M and B Class and 211 for M, B and MT Class

Analysis of classification results based on True Positive and False Positive.

Figure 1: Flowchart of CAD system for classification of nodules

C. Methods for nodule-wise study

In nodule-wise study, Total of 1737 nodules are marked in 80 patients considering each slice of a patient having area greater than all those marked by four different radiologists. Out of 80 biopsy confirmed cases only 18 cases were available with single nodule. From these 18, only 17 cases were considered further to prepare the ground truth as diagnosis for one patient was unknown and this set will be referred to as the Diagnosed17. The classes assigned to these nodules were malignant, benign and metastases based on the diagnosis report available. Actually for these 17 patients, their patient-wise report is equivalent to nodule-wise report. Rest 62 patients were assigned the class based on the mean of malignancy rating provided by four different radiologists as no ground truth is available for these 62 patients with multiple nodules and this set will be referred as RadioMarked62. It contains 1677 nodules from 62 patients. As in patient-wise study, 83 features were extracted for each nodule. Four different “undiagnosed” query sets containing subsets of the LIDC Nodule Dataset were used, since neither computer-predicted nor radiologist-predicted malignancy ratings can be considered ground truth due to high variability between radiologists’ ratings. Each of these query sets differed in diagnostic ground truth. The first query set (Rad210) used the radiologist-predicted malignancy, the second set (Comp210) used the computer-predicted malignancy, the third set (Comp_Rad biopsy57) used only those nodules for which the radiologist, computer-predicted as well as biopsy confirmed malignancies agreed and the fourth set used only those nodules form which the radiologist- and computer-predicted malignancies agreed. For each query set, nodules with unknown malignancies were removed, and the set was balanced to contain all the three classes i.e. benign, malignant and metastases. The radiologist-predicted and computer-predicted contained equal number of nodules i.e. 210. and radiologist-computer-biopsy-agreement query set contained 57, and Rad_Comp92 contained 92 nodules after all modifications.

62 out of 80 biopsy confirmed cases with multiple nodules are assigned classes on the basis of radiologist’s malignancy characteristics. The meaning and description of malignancy annotation feature of LIDC data is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Diagnosis at patient level as per LIDC diagnosis report</th>
<th>Class assigned in this work</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>In-determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Non-Cancerous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Malignant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Metastases</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Cancer is spreading from other organ to lung.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of nine annotations only malignancy feature is used to assign the class to each nodule marked by radiologists as this is most promising feature to determine the malignancy of a nodule. Also, the other characteristics like margin, spiculation, and calcification are already involved in the medical definition of malignancy, so instead of considering all the nine only malignancy features is considered to assign the class as it approximately covers almost all the other features too. The method used to label each nodule is as follows

Nodules with malignancy rating >=3 assigned class Malignant (M) whereas
Nodules with malignancy rating <3 assigned class Benign (B)
Nodules are having multiple markings by four radiologists on different slices; therefore to reduce the variability among radiologists, the mean of the radiologists’ ratings was used. In this way, 1677 nodules from 62 patients were assigned the malignancy class as above. These 1677 nodules contain multiple slices per nodule also and assigned to RadioMarked62 set, which further have been reduced to 210 and assigned to QueryNoduleSet210. If the same nodule appears in the multiple slices, then only those slices are considered in which nodule are having maximum area [17]. This method definitely reduces the database of nodules as well as makes the complexity of volumetric data simpler and effective to analyze. QueryNoduleSet210 further assigned to various categories like Rad210, Comp210 and Comp_Rad_bipisty210 as explained earlier.

III. UNIQUE NODULE DETECTION FROM ANNOTATED IMAGES

In this study, the nodule and non-nodules are provided by The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) [18], a large archive of medical images of cancer accessible for public download. The nodules in each patient are marked by four different radiologists and their location is saved as an XML file. Well-defined boundaries of each nodule are provided in XML files attached with each patient file which are read slice by slice and then surrounded by bounding box. The annotations available are very brief in majority of cases as they are filled out automatically by the machine. Most of the DICOM header information is hidden for ethical use.

As nodules in CT images are volumetric and to calculate the unique nodules in all patients, each slice is read independently to identify only unique nodules per patient. Only those nodules whose area is more than 25 are considered in this study. As per the literature [15] nodules with area less than 25 are mostly least important by physicians for consideration as a nodule. One patient can have more than one nodule, see Figure 2(b), hence those are also considered based on centroid method. The nodules whose centroid distance is more than 10 pixels and area greater than 25 are considered as separate/unique nodules, see equation 1:

\[
\sqrt{(x_{center1} - x_{center2})^2 + (y_{center1} - y_{center2})^2}
\]

Where \(x_{center1}\) and \(y_{center1}\) is the xcentroid and ycentroid respectively of one nodule and \(x_{center2}\) and \(y_{center2}\) is the xcentroid and ycentroid respectively of another nodule for the same patient. The size of pixel in each patient CT scan is not constant, which basically depend upon the CT scan machine. The pixel size varies from 0.5234 to 0.8340 to a side. Hence accordingly area of each nodule can be calculated as follows in equation 2:

\[
\text{AREA}=(x \times y \times w)
\]

Where \(x\) and \(y\) denotes the height and width of a pixel respectively i.e. the actual size of the pixel and \(w\) denotes the number of pixels in a region. Hence, for calculating the number of unique nodules a threshold on area was kept which could be between 6.85 mm\(^2\) to 17.39 mm\(^2\) was considered. To find the unique nodules out of 489 nodules, this centroid method and area not less than 6.85 mm\(^2\) was considered. As four radiologists have marked the nodules consequently it could be possible that the same nodule will fall in this category. In that case the nodule with maximum area is considered. Actually the boundaries provided in the XML files are already marked using manual as well as semi-automated methods [3][5]. Subsequently, segmentation results covered most of the nodule area and captured most characteristics of the borders.

As we have used the extracted the boundaries of nodules which are marked by four different radiologists, thus our segmentation results are well approved by four radiologists and have taken as ground truth, see Figure 2. In Figure 2(a), a slice of a CT scan contains a single nodule where as in Figure 2(b), a slice from a CT scan contains two nodules. This method has also resolved the problems arise due to hard segmentation algorithms in our previous work [19].

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION

In image pattern recognition, feature extraction is the first step in image classification. The visual or low level features of lung nodules, such as the size, shape, and internal texture, intensity of ROI as well as background were considered in our study, as such characteristics would be considered by the radiologist when classifying a nodule as malignant or benign. Generally radiologist’s primitive concern is whether the nodule is benign or malignant. Sometimes when malignancy is confirmed, then physicians are more interested to explore the form of cancer like whether it is a primary lung cancer or it is metastasis, which means that cancer is spreading in the body due to some secondary cancer like breast cancer, neck cancer etc. We performed specific feature extraction of lung CT images with nodules based on the parameters mostly suggested by physicians for identification of malignancy. Some features have good discriminative power, while other features contribute little to the classification. Therefore, the extracted features must be subjected to an optimal selection procedure before being used in classification. This selection procedure is further
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described. A complete list of features extracted for lung nodules in CT images is shown in Table 2.

All these features are normalized to the scale of 0-1 to maintain the consistency. Finally feature number 2 to 84, 83 features were extracted for 224 unique nodules and saved in the database for classification. In case of Gabor features, the size of filter was tested for 3x3 as well as on 5x5 because the smallest nodule in the database is of the size 6x6 and largest as 66x51. The results for 5x5 were better than 3x3 in terms of classification accuracy for two classes as well as for three classes. In case of GLDM features, the values of the inter sample distance d is set at 11 as at this value the features contribute the highest classification accuracy. Feature number one is used to provide the name to each nodule like image1.dcm, image64.dcm. Each nodule is assigned a different name.

In the next section, these 83 features are transformed to a different set of reduced features by applying PCA and finally those features are nominated for classification purposes.

### Table II

#### A Complete List of Features Extracted for Lung Nodules in CT Images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Extraction Method</th>
<th>Feature No.</th>
<th>Feature Name in Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haralick Features [6][8]</td>
<td>2 – 21</td>
<td>inverse difference moment, autocorrelation, contrast, correlation, cluster prominence, cluster shade, dissimilarity, energy, homogeneity, maximum probability, sum_of_squ, sum_avg, sum_var, diff_var, diff_entropy, entropy, information measure of correlation1, information measure of correlation2, sum_entropy, inverse difference normalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabor Features[10]</td>
<td>22–45</td>
<td>gabor1_mean, gabor1_std, gabor2_mean, gabor2_std, gabor3_mean, gabor3_std, gabor4_mean, gabor4_std, gabor5_mean, gabor5_std, gabor6_mean, gabor6_std, gabor7_mean, gabor7_std, gabor8_mean, gabor8_std, gabor9_mean, gabor9_std, gabor10_mean, gabor10_std, gabor11_mean, gabor11_std, gabor12_mean, gabor12_std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape and Size Features [13]</td>
<td>46–56</td>
<td>area, xcenter, ycenter, perimeter, convexarea, solidity, extent, eccentricity, equidiameter, majoraxis, minoraxis, circularity, volume, perimeter-equidiameter, sphericity, circularity2, roundness, compactness, concavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLDM</td>
<td>57–64</td>
<td>gldm1, gldm2, gldm3, gldm4, gldm5, gldm6, gldm7, gldm8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Feature [12] Metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maxint, maxint, meanint, stdint, meanintBG, maxintBG, meanintBG, stdintBG, stdimf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


| 82–84 | skew, kurt, stdd |

### A. PCA, a dimensionality reduction method for feature selection

High dimensional data analysis is becoming increasingly common as new problems are placing greater demands on computing resources. With high dimensional data, it is difficult to understand the structure. A fast and simple algorithm for approximately calculating the principal components (PCs) of a data set and accordingly reducing its dimensionality is Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The objective of PCA is to perform dimensionality reduction while preserving as much of the randomness in the high-dimensional space as possible. PCA performs a rotation of the data that maximizes the variance in the new axes [20]. We enrolled 211 cases of SPNs in this study and extracted 83 features for each nodule. Thus, there was a high possibility of over fitting during the classification step due to the low number of samples relative to the number of features extracted, known as curse of dimensionality. For this reason, it was necessary to reduce the high dimensionality of the input feature vectors. For feature selection, a well-known dimensionality reduction method, PCA has been performed on all 83 features, which finally transform these features to twelve totally new features. As PCA is not basically feature selection method, it basically reduces the dimensionality using transformation of existing features especially in the field of CBIR [21], hence in our study is used for data pre-processing.

PCA is used to explore the usefulness of each feature and reduce the multidimensional features to simplified features with no underlying hidden structure. Besides, PCA is able to speed-up the computational time with the reduced dimensionality of the features while maintaining the classification accuracy [22]. The results of PCA in literature especially on biomedical imaging have shown tremendous results [21].
In this study, 83 low level features of the 211 nodules are passes through PCA which finally produces 12 transformed features as shown in Table 3. As described in [20] [21], PCA actually find out the principal components in decreasing order, subsequently the first feature contains the highest principal components of the 83 features and so on. Finally for further study only these features have been used.

V. RESULTS

The results for each study are shown separately. First patient-wise results are explained followed by nodule-wise results.

**Patient-wise Results**

**A. Selection of Best Performed Classifier on the Feature Set**

After deducting the new set of features with the help of PCA, the results of which are shown in Table 2, the next step is to determine the relevance of each selected feature to the process of differentiating benign and malignant nodules and also the impact of these selected features to differentiate malignant, benign as well as metastasis SPNs. The number of unique nodule samples for differentiating malignant, benign as well as metastasis are 211. For classification purpose, well known supervised machine learning classification techniques decision tree, SVM as well as Naïve Bayes were implemented and tested [23]. As classification can be performed either with cross validation or holdout method, in this study as the number of samples are not much so we have adopted the former technique for classification. 10-fold as well as leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation is performed. In leave-one-out procedure one nodule was used for test purpose and the others were used for training the classifier. But the results of LOO were much better than 10-fold cross validation. Therefore, those were considered and explained in this study. Figure 3 shows the results of all the three classifiers on all the features as well as on PCA transformed features.

Every classifier has different nature to perform even on the same dataset. This is the reason for testing three classifiers on the same dataset so as to choose the best one for finding the accuracy of our feature data set. From Figure 3, we can see the highest accuracy is achieved using SVM with linear kernel. In SVM, the selection of appropriate kernel function is important, since the kernel function defines the transformed feature space in which the training set instances will be classified. It is common practice to estimate a range of potential settings and use cross-validation over the training set to find the best one. The use of linear kernel function in our study is also based on this assumption. As long as the kernel function is legitimate, a SVM classifier will operate correctly even if the designer does not know exactly what features of the training data are being used in the kernel-induced transformed feature space. For the implementation of this classification, LIBSVM [24] is used.

**Figure 3: Classification accuracy with all features and PCA features for three classes**

Though the classification accuracy in this classification is not more than 62.56% using SVM with all the 83 features yet these results are encouraging as shown in Figure 4. It shows that the true positive rate in all the classes is high. The more number of features increases the classification accuracy as compared to PCA features in three classes. The reason behind is classifiers can suffer from the
problem of under fitting also sometimes when we increase the number of classes. In that case more number of features can help more in distinguishing the classes as compared to less ones. In literature too, SVM and Bayesian are the strongest classifiers to classify especially the medical data [25]. SVM is an emerging machine learning technology that has already been successfully used for image classification in both general as well as medical domain. It performs the classification between two or multiple classes by finding a decision surface that is based on the most informative points of the training set [26].

B. Performance Evaluation of SVM-based Classifiers for Differentiating SPNs

As from Figure 3, it is derived that SVM provides maximum classification accuracy with all the 83 features. Figure 4 shows the detailed accuracy of SVM classifier showing true positive rate vs. false positive rate ratio and precision vs. recall as well as sensitivity vs. specificity for each class corresponding to the classification accuracy as shown in Figure 3. These results show that most of the classifiers classify the benign class more accurately as compared to the malignant class. The reason behind this is the type of lung cancer as in some cases it can be adenocarcinoma and some cases it can be squamous cell carcinoma or any other type of cancer [1]. It is clear from the Figure 4 that recall, true positive rate as well as sensitivity values for each class is the same. Actually sensitivity and specificity are used to determine the effectiveness of a test, especially medical test in the diagnosis of a disease. Sensitivity refers to how good a test is at correctly identifying people who have a disease whereas specificity refers to how good a test is at correctly identifying people who are well. Classification results may have errors if the classifier fails to identify an abnormality or identify an abnormality which is not present. These can be described by the following terms:

**True Positive (TP):** The classification result is positive in the presence of the clinical abnormality.

**False Positive (FP):** The classification result is positive in the absence of the clinical abnormality.

**True Negative (TN):** The classification result is negative in the absence of the clinical abnormality.

**False Negative (FN):** The classification result is negative in the presence of the clinical abnormality.

From these results, it can be seen that class B has more sensitivity which indicates that more true positives were classified properly whereas specificity of class M is more that indicates that more true negatives were classified by SVM. The results of classification are purely dependent on the data and its ground truth labels. In this study as the labeled data was less, this result in decrease in the classification accuracy for three classes. Also, for unbalanced data sets, accuracy may not be good criteria for evaluating a model. The number of false positive nodules (FPNs) should be as less as possible as compared to true positive nodules (TPNs), which are clearly indicated in our results. From Table 4, the final accuracy for three classes from this study can be derived from equation 3:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \times 100\% \quad (3)
\]

Figure 5 indicates the overall performance of the classification based on equation 3. It indicates the highest accuracy is achieved by class M which is most desirable by physician’s for the detection and diagnosis of lung cancer.

To increase the classification accuracy from 62.56%, it was necessary to add more labeled data. For this, the classification model built was again trained on 264 unknown nodules to predict their class. After labeling, the whole data containing 475 labeled SPNs, out of which 173 were labeled as B, 226 were labeled as M and 76 were labeled as MT, were again tested with SVM and 10-fold cross validation.
Figure 5: Overall Accuracy for whole labeled dataset

The classification accuracy increased to 82.32%; see Table 5 for confusion matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>ACCURACY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>69.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>84.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class MT</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>71.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5, the Receiver-Operator-Characteristic curve (ROC) can be plotted for both the cases. Figure 6 shows the ROC curve using SVM classification to identify SPNs using the current feature set. Though sensitivity and specificity are the candidate measures for accuracy yet physicians rely more on ROC curves as it plots sensitivity against 1-specificity. The results clearly show that the sensitivity though decreases but specificity increases for detailed classification of SPNs.

Figure 6: ROC Curve using SVM for identification of pulmonary nodules

Also, for more labeled data the peak is more closed to value 1 as shown by green star. It indicates that by increasing the database of labeled nodules physicians can definitely benefit the proposed methodology for the unknown cases in future. Having high sensitivity is not necessarily a good thing as compared to specificity because it is really important for a doctor to declare that the person is well and he is not suffering from any disease. This can definitely help in avoiding the unnecessary biopsies done for normal patients.

Nodule-wise Results

As ground truth for only 17 patients were available, there is a need to expand the diagnostically labeled database. In the absence of diagnostic information, labels can be applied to unlabeled data using semi-supervised learning (SSL) approaches. In SSL, unlabeled data is exploited to improve learning when the dataset contains an insufficient amount of labeled data [27]. CBIR can be used as a machine learning process that trains a system to classify images as relevant or irrelevant to the query. Using available datasets and by evaluating the method with a CAD application, we determined how to effectively expand the Diagnosed17 with CBIR and assist the physicians in the final diagnosis. Each nodule in the QueryNoduleSet210 was then used as a query to retrieve the ten most similar images from the remaining nodules in the Diagnosed17 using CBIR with Euclidean distance. The query nodule was assigned predicted malignancy ratings based on the retrieved nodules (e.g., if the maximum retrieved nodules belong to class malignant then the query nodule was assigned the class M), Figure 7. The newly identified nodule was considered candidates for addition to the Diagnosed17.

A. Diagnosed Subset Evaluation

In the current study, we adopted a semi-supervised approach for labeling undiagnosed nodules in the LIDC. CBIR was used to label nodules most similar to the query with respect to Euclidean distance of image features. Nodules to be added to the Diagnosed17 were selected from the candidates described above. For verifying the addition of a candidate nodule in the Diagnosed17, a reverse mechanism is adopted. Diagnosed17 nodules acted as query and nodules to be retrieved are from QueryNoduleSet210, see Figure 7.

The first three similar nodules are assigned the same malignancy as the query nodule if they were previously assigned as candidate nodules (i.e. if the query nodule is benign then the top three retrieved nodules are also assigned the class benign if previously are assigned as candidate nodule). Finally based on CBIR and CAD nodules are added in the Diagnosed17. With this mechanism Diagnosed17 in expanded to Diagnosed74, which means that now 74 nodules have the confirmed diagnosis and can be treated as LIDC ground truth. Predicted diagnosis with the pathologically-determined diagnosis, this process guarantees the accuracy of the CBIR-based diagnostic labeling.
B. CBIR Mapping of Multiple Nodules Database with Single Nodule Database

An independent CBIR framework is implemented to increase the Diagnosed17 using CBIR from the QueryNoduleSet210. QueryNoduleSet210 is having multiple nodules per patient. 210 different nodules are present in this set. One by one each nodule is taken as query nodule and matched against Diagnosed17 using CBIR with Euclidean distance. As patient-wise diagnosis is available for QueryNoduleSet210, hence the top retrieved result is matched with this diagnosis. If top retrieved nodule class matches with the patient-wise diagnosis of query nodule then it is added in Diagnosed17 else discarded. With multiple iterations in this manner, Diagnosed17 is increased to Diagnosed121, see Figure 8. Predicted diagnosis with the pathologically-determined diagnosis, this process guarantees the accuracy of the CBIR-based diagnostic labeling.

C. Query and Retrieval Sets Concluded

In this CAD scenario, two ways process is implemented as discussed earlier. Once the nodules in Diagnosed17 were used as query and QueryNoduleSet210 was used for retrieving the nodules based on CBIR and Euclidean distance and expanded the ground truth to 74 nodules. Secondly, nodules in QueryNoduleSubset210 were treated as query and Diagnosed17 set was used to retrieve most similar nodules to assign the malignancy class accordingly and expanded the Diagnosed dataset to 121. Since neither computer-predicted nor radiologist-predicted malignancy ratings can be considered ground truth due to high variability between radiologists’ ratings [28]. This mechanism guarantees the preparation of LIDC ground truth and accuracy of CBIR based diagnostic labeling. All the nodules can be classified in three class benign, malignant and metastases. Various query sets were formed and their precision are compared and shown in Figure 9.

Using the query and retrieval sets as described above, average precision after 3, 5, 10, and 15 images retrieved was calculated. A retrieved nodule was considered relevant if its diagnosis matched the malignancy rating (either radiologist-predicted, computer-predicted, or both) of the query nodule. Initial precision values were obtained by using the 17 nodules in the initial Diagnosed17 as the retrieval set. Then, nodules were added to this set as described earlier. Precision was recalculated, and the nodule addition process was repeated iteratively using the new Diagnosed17. In each subsequent iteration, only the newly added nodules in the Diagnosed17 were used to identify new candidates. This process repeated until no candidate nodules were added to the Diagnosed17 following an iteration. Various experiments were setup for the validation of nodules examined.

Figure 9 shows that with five query sets and three retrieval sets Diagnosed17, Diagnosed74 and Diagnosed121, the precision increases respectively. Nodules in Comp_Rad_bypass57 have provided the best
precision i.e. 98% which is the best precision achieved in the history of medical CBIR with best of our knowledge.

The above results clearly support in avoiding unnecessary biopsies which is also one of the major aim of physician’s in addition to save a patient having cancer.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Early detection of lung tumors (visible on chest film as nodules) may increase the patient’s chance of survival. In this study, our focus is also on early detection of nodules using pre-diagnosed cases based on classification. The evaluation results in this study indicate that most of the selected features have important contribution in differentiating SPNs. Our classification results show that adding more class definitely decrease the classification accuracy because actual nodules are not exactly spherical, circular, some true nodules can be missed as well as FPNs can be encountered. Figure 5 and Figure 9 shows that FPNs in all the three classifiers are less than TPNs in both patient-wise as well as nodule-wise study. No doubts that feature selection and dimensionality reduction have increased the overall accuracy in terms of time as well as classification. PCA features have not shown remarkable results in differentiating SPNs yet these features have important aspect in making the feature index for CBMIR.

Nodule-wise classification and its precision is more than patient-wise as patient-wise labeled nodules are biased as well as not that much accurate. CBIR is an effective method for expanding the Diagnosed Subset by labeling nodules which do not have associated diagnoses. As LIDC is having lack of ground truth, CBIR techniques works tremendously better to prepare the ground truth. By increasing the size of the Diagnosed Subset from 17 to 74 and finally to 121 nodules, CBIR expansion provides greater variability in the retrieval set, resulting in retrieved nodules that are more similar to undiagnosed queries. The proposed CBIR expansion method can be applied to differentiatte benign, malignant as well as metastases nodules. In comparison to [29], our results outperforms as precision achieved in our nodule-wise study is 98% as compared to 90%. This clearly indicates the features extracted in our study are more discriminative as compared to [29]. The third class metastasis has not been introduced in the history of CBIR and medical imaging. An expanded set of diagnosed images is also useful for non-CBIR CAD systems, which require large datasets for robust and unbiased training and testing. In future studies, we will investigate using different distance metrics for nodule similarity when identifying candidates with the CBIR expansion method. We also plan to add more classes of malignancy as well as benign to further assist the physicians in more accurate diagnosis.

Using incremental learning approach to increase the labeled data, the same classification model can be used which no doubt will improve the classification accuracy. The results of this research are not only helpful to improve CAD for diagnosis on SPNs but also useful to build the highly efficient feature index of a CBIR system for CT images with pulmonary nodules.
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